GRADE 5
refrigerator, nourished, scarcely, apprehend, autobiography, unique, perambulating, hypocritical frequently, jetty, illogical, irrelevant, referee, litter, bravery, ecologist, croquet, aesthetic, liar, bevy, plumber, florist, society, constellation, queue, soldier, guest, cartographer, physiotherapist, catalogue, hymn, sieve, liquor,
aisle, croup, honour, opinion, xylophone, scissors, collection, voyage, mortgage, scent, noisily, conscience, tension, whey, afterwards, jail, goal, European, telescopic, nestling, gauge, bough, sergeant, leopard, righteous, library, bouquet, receive, daughter, circumnavigate, aren’t shouldn’t, choir, quaint, labourers, circumstances,
palpable, microscopical, binocular, tongue, exhausted, apprehend, atrocious, encyclopedia, eccentricity, phthisis, poignancy, atmosphere, journey